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Chapter 866 

Old Hagstorm did not explain but casually produced a treasure map. It was 
the same one that had gone missing from the Medicine Sect’s treasure 
repository! 

It turned out that the person who had stolen the treasure map was Old 
Hagstorm himself! 

“I’ve already sent invitations to the heads of the Sheppards, the Fullers, and 
the Anders in Kate Klein’s name. We’ll meet at Nimbus Hotel in Kiyoto. 

“The family heads of the three great families will be waiting for you there. Take 
four elders from the Dragon Manor. They should be enough.” 

The heads of the three great families were all experts in the late stage of 
Martial Emperor. 

Although the four Dragon Manor elders were only late–stage Martial Kings, 
their prowess when combined in battle was no weaker than the family heads. 

Luna asked worriedly, “Master, what exactly am I supposed to do?” 

Old Hagstorm leaned close to Luna’s ear to whisper a few words. 

Luna’s eyes instantly lit up. 

Outside the luxurious private room on the top floor of Nimbus Hotel, an old 
red–haired man with a ruddy complexion and great vitality looked up at the 
room number and pushed the door 

open. 

“It’s here.” 

He was the current head of the Sheppard family, Damian Sheppard! 

However, as soon as he entered, he froze. 



Inside the private room, two old men were sitting on a couch with their eyes 
closed as if they had been waiting for a long time. 

The one on the left had black hair juxtaposed with white eyebrows and a 
wrinkled face. He exuded an overwhelming might despite not making any 
movements. He was the head of the Anders, Tyrell Ander! 

The one on the right appeared kind and benevolent, but his aquiline nose 
seemed out of place and gave him a sinister and calculating vibe. He was the 
head of the Fullers, Ronald Fuller! 

“Old Ander! Master Fuller! You’re both here?” 

 

 

Damian had received a mysterious letter inviting him here to discuss important 
matters. He had not expected to encounter old friends and rivals who had 
remained in seclusion for many years, so he was quite surprised. 

“Surprised, aren’t you?” 

Tyrell opened his eyes A glint of sharpness flashed through them but quickly 
disappeared, returning to a calm and undisturbed state as if it had only been 
an illusion. 

Ronald shook his head and said, “Tyrell and I were also very surprised to see 
each other.” 

Damian looked at the two and asked, “Were you also invited by the Dragon 
Manor?” 

Tyrell nodded. “Yes.” 

Ronald frowned and said, “I wonder what force the Dragon Manor is to have 
invited the heads of the three great families… 

“We’re here, but they haven’t appeared yet. They’re really putting on airs.” 

As the heads of the four great families, each of them held immense power, 
influence, and respect. Now, they were made to wait on the sidelines, which 
naturally made them unhappy. 



Ronald’s words caused Damian and Tyrell to frown. 

The Dragon Manor had actually left them to dry. It was quite audacious. 

Time ticked on, and twenty minutes passed. 

Bam! 

Damian could not hold back any longer. He slapped the table as a cold glint 
flickered in his eyes. “I’ve never been treated like this before!” 

Ronald and Tyrell also looked angry. 

Whoosh! 

At that moment, a figure rushed in. 

In the blink of an eye, the person appeared in front of Damian and raised his 
hand, aiming at strike directly at Damian’s face. 

“Child’s play!” 

Damian snorted coldly and raised his hand to block the attack, pushing the 
person away. 

Then, six more people followed closely behind that person, all brandishing 
aggressive moves aimed at his face. 

Damian remained composed and beat all of them back. 

Swoosh! 

Whoosh, whoosh! 

After the seven were pushed back, they stood outside the private room. 

Swish… 

Damian was just about to question them when four figures appeared from the 
four cardinal directions and lunged at him. They were clearly a realm stronger 
than the earlier seven. 



Damian’s expression changed slightly, but he continued to meet their blows. 
He was an expert in the late stage of Martial Emperor. He had the advantage 
and could easily deal with four late Stage Martial Kings 

“What is the Dragon Manor?” Damian dealt with the attacks while narrowing 
his eyes and asking. “This kind of hospitality is unheard of What is your 
purpose?” 

Clap, clap, clap! 

Three crisp claps sounded outside the private room. 

A slender figure slowly entered the room. It was Luna, who was wearing a 
mask 

As she entered, the four elders immediately withdrew and stood behind her. 

“It’s nothing.” Luna looked at Damian and said with a confident and vague 
smile, “We’re just testing your strength to see if you’re qualified to cooperate 
with the Medicine Sect!” 
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“The Medicine Sect?” 

Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell exchanged looks, their faces showing clear 
confusion. They had been invited here by the Dragon Manor. 

Why was the Medicine Sect suddenly involved? 

However, the person in front of them was indeed Kate Klein… 

Damian asked with a frown, “Ms. Klein, does the Dragon Manor belong to the 
Medicine Sect?” 

Luna said with a calm smile, “Indeed.” 

At those words, the three men narrowed their eyes. 



The Medicine Sect was already a significant force, but they secretly nurtured 
an organization like the Dragon Manor. 

Putting everything else aside, just the four late–stage Martial Kings and seven 
Martial Lords that appeared earlier naturally made them take notice. 

“Where’s the Medicine Sect Master?” Tyrell looked at Luna and said in a low 
voice, “We’re the heads of the ancient martial families, but they sent a young 
girl like you to negotiate with us. Isn’t that a bit disrespectful?” 

Luna said calmly, “Master Anders, I am the Maiden of the Medicine Sect. I 
don’t see any shortcomings in terms of my identity and position. Do you all 
think that I, the Maiden, lack the qualifications?” 

That statement carried a hint of arrogance. 

However, to the ears of the three family heads, it sounded reasonable. 

The Medicine Sect was an influential force. Combined with the sudden 
appearance of the Dragon Manor, even the Maiden in front of them gained 
their attention. 

In the Medicine Sect, the Maiden Kate’s status was second only to the Sect 
Leader Wade! 

The three were silent for a moment, their eyes flashing as they weighed their 
thoughts. 

Ronald suddenly said, “Maiden Kate, the Medicine Sect has always distanced 
itself from worldly affairs and is known for its neutrality. Today, you’ve invited 
us and even excluded the Swallows… Isn’t that somewhat unfair? It seems 
like…” 

Luna seemed to expect them to mention that and interrupted Ronald directly, 
saying, “It seems like I’m trying to sow discord?” 

Ronald was a cunning man. 

However, he never thought that the Maiden of the Medicine Sect would be so 
proactive and cut off his words. He was at a loss for words. 

Damian and Tyrell also frowned at the same time, having the same thoughts. 



After taking control of the conversation, Luna suddenly snickered. “The 
Swallows have always acted arbitrarily and never considered the feelings of 
your three families, haven’t they? 

“After the annihilation of the Kleins two decades ago, they pushed forward a 
puppet to seize power without saying a word. I wonder how many benefits 
they’ve gained from the Kleins over the past twenty years. It also made the 
Swallows the biggest winner after the battle. 

“Now, they’ve secretly captured Andrius Moonshade and want the treasure 
map in his hands, but have they informed you three?” 

Those words struck a chord in the men’s hearts. 

Without a doubt, the Swallows captured Andrius to obtain the treasure map in 
his hands. 

However, they had kept silent about this and did not communicate it with the 
three great families, naturally leading to suspicions about the Swallows‘ 
motives. 

Although the three did not say words that were detrimental to their unity, they 
were all thinking about various possibilities regarding the Swallows. 

Luna saw that the tone was almost set and went straight to the point. 
“Gentlemen, I believe you’ve guessed that I invited you here to persuade the 
Swallows to release Andrius Moonshade. 

“As long as the four of us join forces to exert pressure, even the Swallows will 
have to let him go.” 

 

 

The expressions of the three men flashed at those words. 

In fact, since they learned that the Dragon Manor was associated with the 
Medicine Sect, they had already suspected this. 

Now, their suspicions were confirmed. 



Damian said with a fake smile, “Maiden Kate, in my opinion, your Medicine 
Sect has a blood connection with Andrius. You want us to join forces to 
pressure the Swallows because you want to use us as pawns, don’t you?” 

Ronald and Tyrell also looked at Luna with cold smiles. They wanted to see 
how she would respond. 

“No.” 

Luna raised a ringer and shook it. Then, under the three men’s surprised 
eyes, she suddenly took out a treasure map. “This is the treasure map of the 
Medicine Sect. It’s also the most crucial part of the Kleins‘ treasure map. 

“As long as we rescue Andrius from the Swallows‘ hands, we will have the 
complete treasure 

map 

“At that time, our four families will gain access to the treasure with the map, 
and we’ll divide ‘the Kleins‘ treasure. Isn’t that much better than letting the 
Swallows take everything?” 

The treasure map! 

The three family heads listened to Luna’s words while approaching to 
examine the treasure map portion 

At the same time, various thoughts flashed in their heads. 

A moment later, they exchanged looks and nodded at the same time. 

They had never seen the complete Kleins‘ treasure map, but the one before 
them was 

undoubtedly genuine in terms of material and craftsmanship! 

However, whether they should cooperate with the Medicine Sect was still 
something they had to think about carefully. 

After all, agreeing to work with the Medicine Sect would mean severing ties 
with the Swallows. There were many factors and interests to consider. 

“This treasure map represents the sincerity of the Medicine Sect.” 
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Luna’s gaze swept over the constantly changing expressions of the three men 
as if she had everything under control. She smiled and said confidently, “Now, 
I’ll leave this to you three. 

“After you’ve made up your minds, come to Mount Cura to find me, and we’ll 
go to the Swallows together.” 

With that, Luna left Nimbus Hotel with the four elders and seven Dragon 
Generals. 

In the room, Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell looked at each other, but no one 
spoke. 

Outside the hotel, Luna got into an unlicensed van. Old Hagstorm was seated 
in the passenger 

seat. 

Luna reported, “Master, I’ve handed the treasure map over to the three family 
heads and explained our intentions. They were all very hesitant.” 

“It’s natural that they’re hesitant.” Old Hagstorm grinned and said, “The 
Swallows have led them for a long time. Wanting them to go against the 
Swallows suddenly must be quite painful for them.” 

Luna asked, “Then, what should we do next?” 

“Nothing. At a time like this, the more we say, the more suspicious it’ll seem. 
The plan is already in motion. We’ll wait for the response of the three family 
heads tomorrow morning.” 

Luna nodded. 

Soon after that, the van disappeared on the street. 

In the room, after a moment of silence, Damian looked at the other two and 
asked, “What do you think?” 



Ronald and Tyrell exchanged a glance and spoke one after the other. 

“The Klein family’s treasure is of great importance. If the Swallows monopolize 
it, they’ll 

become even more arrogant and won’t show us any respect in the future.” 

“The Klein family’s treasure is said to grant ‘immortality‘ and ‘flight‘ If that’s 
true and it’s monopolized by the Swallows, we’ll be in danger in the future.” 

Although the two did not openly state their positions, their stances were clear. 

Damian nodded slowly. “We can’t let the Swallows take the treasure alone! In 
that case.” 

The three nodded in unison, reaching a consensus 

Early in the morning the next day before the sun rose, a cold wind blew The 
surroundings were quiet, and dewdrops glistened in the courtyard 

The true Maiden of the Medicine Sect. Kate, had just begun her morning 
cultivation. 

“Maiden!” 

A maid suddenly ran in and reported. “The heads of the Sheppard, Ander, and 
Fuller families have arrived and are waiting in the reception hall 

The heads of the three families were here to see her? 

Kate was instantly stunned. She stopped her cultivation and asked, “What did 
they say they were here for?” 

“The three family heads said you used the treasure map to invite them to go to 
the Swallows together to pressure them into releasing Andrius Moonshade.” 

Kate was shocked to hear those words. 

The treasure map had been used as part of a scheme by the mastermind and 
involved the Medicine Sect! 

“I got it. You can leave now.” Kate gave the order with a serious expression 
and immediately went to Wade. 



After finding him, she reported, “Grandpa, the treasure map has been found, 
but…” 

Then, she told him the situation and explained, “I wasn’t the one behind this, 
and know that I was with you when the treasure map was lost…” 

you also 

Wade interrupted her before she could finish her words, “I believe you, Kate. 
You don’t need to explain yourself. This matter is very fishy. Someone must 
be manipulating it behind the scenes.” 

Kate thought the same and asked, “What should we do now, Grandpa?” 

“Let’s go.” 

Wade was silent for a moment before taking the lead toward the reception 
hall. He said as he walked, “Since the other party has set up the game and 
dragged the Medicine Sect into it, we can only follow their guidance and make 
a trip to the Swallows.” 

Kate fell silent. 

However, there was no other way. They had to go even if they were being led 
by the nose. 

In the reception hall, Tyrell, Damian, and Ronald immediately stood up when 
they saw Wade 

and Kate. 

“The Medicine Sect Master is truly extraordinary.” 

“The Medicine Sect Master is indeed a legend!” 

“The Medicine Sect Master is a hero of our time.” 

After a wave of flattery, Wade did not waste any words. He picked out a few 
experts from the Medicine Sect and headed to the Swallows together with the 
three families. 
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In the Swallow family’s residence, the elder kept advising Norvin, “Sir, having 
Andrius in our possession will eventually arouse the suspicions of the three 
major families. I think it’s better to interrogate him as soon as possible to find 
out where the map is!” 

“You’re right.” A glint flashed in Norvin’s eyes as he snorted. “I’ll personally 
meet Andrius today and see how stubborn he is.” 

After saying that, the two of them headed toward the courtyard where Andrius 
was being held. 

A servant suddenly rushed over and said, “Sir! The Medicine Sect Master and 
the heads of the Sheppard, Fuller, and Ander families have arrived outside the 
residence with a large number of people!” 

“What?” 

 

 

Norvin’s expression instantly darkened upon hearing the words. He 
exchanged a glance with the elder and they saw the displeasure in each 
other’s faces. “Lead the way!” 

Soon after, the two arrived in the Swallow family’s main hall which was 
already packed with people in every direction, all of them experts. 

Norvin glanced over and saw the Medicine Sect Master, the heads of the 
three families, and various experts under their command. It was clear they 
were not here with good intentions! 

“Hahaha…” 

After a moment of surprise, Norvin suddenly burst into laughter. He looked at 
Wade and said in a clear voice, “The Medicine Sect Master, Wade Klein. Ever 
since you left the Kleins and established the Medicine Sect, you’ve been 
secluded from the world for many years. 

“You’ve never taken a step out of Mount Cura before. What brings you to my 
place today? You’ve really brought the Swallow family great honor with your 
presence!” 



Wade was led here by someone else’s plan, so he had no intention to take the 
lead. He only shot a look at the three family heads. 

The three family heads nodded faintly. 

Then, Damian stood up and said with a fake smile, “Old Swallow, you’re not 
being fair. You captured Andrius Moonshade and kept it a secret. You didn’t 
even inform us, your old brothers What is the meaning of this?” 

Norvin frowned. 

However, Tyrell also stood up before he could speak 

“Norvin, twenty years ago, our four families worked together to destroy the 
Kleins. At that time, we were like brothers sharing blessings and hardships 

“Now, by keeping Andrius fudden away in the Swallows without informing us, 
you’re making it easy for us to be suspiciou 

Norvin’s expression darkened it seemned that the Swallows imprisoning 
Andrius had angered them all 

“Norvin…” 

Before he could explain, Ronald also said grimly, “You didn’t forget about us 
and intend to monopolize the Kleins‘ treasure, right? That’s not what brothers 
do!” 

The three family heads piped up one after another, expressing their 
dissatisfaction. 

Norvin saw that they had united against him and knew he could not confront 
them head–on. However, he was unwilling to hand Andrius over, so he played 
dumb instead. 

“Gentlemen, I definitely covet the Kleins. 

“However, who said that Andrius Moonshade has fallen into the hands of the 
Swallows? Could there be someone with ulterior motives trying to sow discord 
among us brothers and intend to damage our relationship?” 

As he spoke, he intentionally looked at Wade, trying to shift the blame. 



However, everyone here was cunning and could easily see through his 
intentions. 

Damian snorted coldly and snapped, “Norvin, are you treating us as fools? 
The Maiden of the Medicine Sect said that the Dragon Manor knows about the 
grudges between Andrius Moonshade and the Swallows. 

“They even personally saw the Seventh Elder of your family and his men 
stationed outside the Forbidden Palace and abducting Andrius, the survivor of 
the Kleins.” 

At that point, Damian’s tone carried a lot of dissatisfaction. “It seems you’ve 
really forgotten about us and plan to take everything for yourself!” 

The Dragon Manor worked for the Medicine Sect! 

Norvin keenly caught the information hidden in Damian’s words. Then, he 
looked at Wade in displeasure and said, “Wade, as the Medicine Sect Master, 
you’ve always stayed out of worldly affairs. 

‘However, despite knowing that Andrius killed a member of the Swallows and 
violated the old rules, you still openly supported him in the name of the 
Dragon Manor. That is against the rules as well!” 

Wade never expected that the Medicine Sect would be implicated just by him 
being present. 

However, now that they were, it would be hard to extricate themselves. 
Explaining further would only seem like a cover–up. 

The more he said, the deeper the hole he dug for himself! 

Wade simply chose not to explain and said bluntly, “Master Swallow, your 
words are incorrect. The Medicine Sect has already produced the most crucial 
part of the treasure map. We’ve also made great efforts to search for the 
Kleins‘ treasure. 

“We definitely wouldn’t hide it or secretly try to monopolize it, like the Swallow 
family is doing “He easily kicked the ball back, shifting all the blame to Norvin 

Norvin’s expression darkened, and he was just about to press further 

“Norvin, we’ve already verified Wade’s map. It’s no doubt the real thing” 



“Norvin, stop denying it. We came here fully prepared ” 

“Norvin, hand Andrius Moonshade over. Don’t damage the harmony among 
our families for him. It’s not worth it!” 
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The three of them spoke in support of Wade, a trace of a threat in their words. 

Yes, the three great families and the Medicine Sect’s elites had all come 
today. 

If Norvin remained stubborn, they might resort to force which would only 
further damage their relationships and weaken their positions. 

“Bring Andrius Moonshade out.” 

Seeing that the situation had reached this point, Norvin knew that there was 
no point in talking and ordered with a stern face. 

The elder immediately turned and left. 

When he returned, there was another person behind him. He was pale and 
listless. 

It was none other than the central figure of this incident, Andrius Moonshade. 

Norvin did not hand Andrius over directly but suddenly appeared in front of 
him and fed him a pill. 

“Andrius Moonshade, this poison is called the ‘Hundred Day Soul Scattering 
Pill‘. Without an antidote, you’ll die a gruesome death within a hundred days. 
Your internal organs will rupture, and blood will pour out of your orifices. It’s 
an extremely tragic death.” 

Norvin said coldly, “However, if you find the Kleins‘ treasure within these one 
hundred days and offer it up to us, I and provide you with the antidote and 
spare your pathetic life.” 



 

 

Andrius did not speak. He did not have the strength or the intention to talk to 
Norvin. They were sworn enemies, so words were useless. 

Norvin snorted coldly and pushed Andrius to Wade. “I’ll leave him to you, 
Wade. I hope you’ll find the treasure and leave a share for the Swallows.” 

Wade said expressionlessly, “Of course.” 

The three family heads had no objections. 

With that, Wade and the others immediately left the Swallow family’s 
residence with Andrius 

“Sir, we finally managed to capture Andrius and were so close to obtaining the 
Kleins‘ treasure 

Are we really going to hand over Andrius just like this?” 

The Seventh Elder and the others were extremely frustrated and approached 
Norvin with dissatisfaction. 

Norvin was also furious and glared at them, snorting coldly, “You saw what 
happened today The Medicine Sect alone is tough enough for the Swallows to 
handle. 

“However, the three other families united and brought their experts here. What 
solutions do you have other than handing over Andrius?” 

The group of elders fell silent, unable to argue 

“The three great families secretly formed an alliance It seems they’ve long 
been dissatisfied with the Swallows ” 

Norvin looked in the direction they left and sighed, saying, “Now, we can only 
wait for Andrius to find the treasure, then we will make other plans.” 

The elders nodded silently. 



Although the Swallow family was powerful, it was not enough to confront the 
three great families working together. 

Furthermore, there was the Medicine Sect watching them too. 

In Mount Cura, the three family heads left after making their agreements with 
Wade. 

Wade and Kate brought Andrius back to the Medicine Sect. 

As the Medicine Sect Master, Wade had profound knowledge of medicine. 
However, after personally using inner energy to treat Andrius for a long time, 
he let out a sigh. 

“Phew, Norvin Swallow is truly ruthless!” 

“Grandpa, how is Andrius?” Kate saw that he had finished the treatment and 
asked, approaching to glance at Andrius. 

Wade shook his head. “Although his injuries are severe, the Medicine Sect is 
strong. Any medicine we have is able to treat him. 

“However, the Swallows have already shattered his extraordinary meridians. 
There’s no possibility of recovery. In the future, he won’t be able to gather 
inner energy, and it’ll be even more challenging for him to enter the martial 
realm.” 

Kate could not help but fall silent. She looked at Andrius lying on the bed like 
a lifeless corpse. The luster in the eyes of this cousin whom she had just met 
for the first time dimmed significantly. 

He was a once–in–a–lifetime genius, but he had fallen to this point. The 
enormous gap and difference were enough to make countless geniuses 
despair. 

“That’s not the main issue.” Wade withdrew his gaze and looked at Kate, 
saying seriously, “ The urgent matter at hand is to investigate who’s secretly 
manipulating the scenes and implicating the Medicine Sect!” 

Kate was startled. 

Yes, the mastermind had subtly led the Medicine Sect and the three family 
heads by the nose. This level of scheming was not to be underestimated. 



“Guards” Wade suddenly shouted, “Starting from this moment, investigate and 
thoroughly examine how the treasure map got stolen and how the three great 
families worked together 

“Spread the investigation radius through Kiyoto. We must figure out who’s 
behind this as soon as possible!” 


